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Many companies are finding that the new search-engine-sauuy workforce can use business intelligence portals to research
customers, competitors, suppliers, markets, social trends, regulations, and technologies, That is why Northern Light prouides
custom search solutions that combine vertical-industry Web content with published newsi press releases, trade journals,
company and industry research reports, and internal information like sales call reports and marketing presentations - all in a single
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A grea? domain name is the key to establishing a strong presence and making the riches of
the Internet more accessible. Indeed, a domain name is akin to the location of a premium
piece of real estate. Only, in this case, the Location is a virtual home in cyberspace. A highimpact domain name can be a short-cut to branding, a process important in marketing a
company or organization and its products. With a solid name, it's easy to reach new and
existing customers. John Sandy examines the makings of a great domain name and how to
registe; for one.

Moving Up and Out
Newton's first law states that a body in motion remains in motion and a body at rest
remains a t rest. This is true riot only in physics, but also in careers. A person who makes
changes and takes advantage of opportunities always seems to have something new going
on in their career, while others always respond t o the question, "What's new?" with "Oh,
not much. Same old, same old, you know." How do you start moving and shaking?
Motivation, patience, and self-knowledge will all help jump-start your career-or keep it
steadily cruising along. Leslie Zampetti addresses how to keep moving: up, out, and
around in your career.
Relariotaships R Us: Climbing ilp :he W u e Chain
The more I focus on the subject of managing the strategic positioning of an information
services unit (and funny how that subject is enjoying such keen professional interest these
days), the more I am convinced that we have underestimated the importance and impact of
something as basic as ordinarj personal relationships. In fact, if our relationships are in
good working order, marketing-an activity we have agonized over for decades-becomes
unnecessary. Said another way, marketing is something that happens automatically while we
engage in the exchanges necessary to build and maintain good relationships all around us.
ULla de Stricker explains.
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Minnesota Chapter Presents
the Quatity in Action Award
The Minnesota Chapter of the Special
Libraries Association (SLA) has presented its Quality in Action Award for
2000 to Ann Becker, Library Director,
American Express Financial Advisors.
This annual award is given in recognition of a significant quality improvement initiative that improves services
to clients, advances the organization's
mission and goals, and enhances the
information process through chapter
activities. Becker is recognized for her
outstanding accomplishment in developing a competency-based performance evaluation process, which includes goal setting for the information

professional. She provided insight to
both management and the human resource department by identifying the
skills necessary to better serve customers in the AEFA corporate library. Potentially, other managers could use a
similar tool to identify competencies
for their employees for a more measurable and meaningful appraisal process throughout the corporation.

Seabrooks Guest Lecturer at
Michigan Chapter Gathering
The Michigan chapter of the Special
Libraries Association was fortunate
to have Nettie Seabrooks, chief operating officer and chief of staff of the
city of Detroit, as guest lecturer on
September 13, 2000, at Wayne State
University in Detroit. Seabrooks began her career as a chemical librarian at the Detroit Public Library in

the late 1950's. After teaching library
science at Tennessee State University
for four years, she returned to Detroit and joined General Motors in
1962, where she held a number of
library positions throughout the organization. Her success in the government research services unit led
GM management to appoint her director of government relations for
North American Operations. In 1994,
Seabrooks was appointed deputy
mayor. Seabrooks (a past chapter
member) attributed her inspiring
career trajectory to her view she was
an integral, contributing member of
an organization, rather than as simply a librarian who worked for a corporation. Her experience is an example of the information professional
with a varied, rewarding-and unexpected-career path.
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The Nominating Committee for SLA's 2002 election needs your help in locating ten

Information
Prsfessiont~lsGain
Insight at Workshop in
Romania

worthy candidates, ready and willing to lead the Association through the beginning
of the 21st Century. We are five committee members, but between us we cannot
possibly know every porentially worthy candidate in an association of SLA's size.

Library and Information Science
faculty and library professionals
from Wayne State University {including past President Judy
Field), Oakland Community College, and the University of Texas
at Austin conducted a four-day
workshop at the Central University Library in Timiaoara (Romania), 7-10 August 2000. The
theme of the workshop was User
Needs and Information Literacy
a t the Cusp of the Millennium
and the presentations focused on
customer-oriented library services, developing reference collections, information resources
in electronic format, access to
information resources, implementation of library automated
systems, marketing of library services, and characteristics of various categories of information
users at a time when traditional
formats compete with electronic
resources. Seventy-five R o ~ a nian librarians from academic,
public, and school libraries attended the workshop. The Romanian version of the lectures
was printed in a volume available on site. The texts will become required reading for the
students at the School of Library
and Information Science, University of Timiaoara, established a
year ago, in 1999.

Please let us know which of your colleagues are ready and willing to serve in any

That's why you are so important to the process!

one of the following capacities: President-Elect, Chapter Cabinet Chau-Elect, Division Cabinet Chair-Elect or Director (we need a total of four candidates for Director).
The slate will contain the names of two candidates for each position except Director,
which will have four candidates as two Directors are elected each year. For more
information on the nominating process and position descriptions please go to the
SLA web site at: http://www.sIa.org/content/SLA/Strucrure/board-index/
nominations.cfm.
Think about what qualities and experiences make this person ideal for the position you
are nominating them for. What are their views on our profession and how would they
represent us? What positions has the person filled that indicate he or she would be
suitable for this position? What dld they accomplish; did they fulfill their obligations
with flair, enthusiasm and on time? Do they have ideas and the know-how to implement them? Has the person ever served on a board or a committee for another organization besides SLA-it's aI1valuable experience. Go ahead-nominate yourself if you
believe that you match the criteria for success in one of these positions.
Please include with your nominations the nominee's name, affiliation, address, phone
number and the position for which you are nominating her or him. Please also
include any of the following information to which you have access: prior positions
this person has held at the Chapter, Division or Association level; the length of SLA
service and answers to any of the questions posed above! If you are not sure about
the SLA positions held, do not be concerned-it is all in a database at headquarters.
It will help the committee if you can also re11 us in what capacity you have served
alongside this person or know this person and rhus can personally speak to her or
his effectiveness.
Send your nominations by Monday, December 4,2000 to:
Sylvia James
Sylvia James Consultancy
Daymer
Birchen Lane
Haywards Health U7RHl G 1RY
UNITED KINGDOM
dajames@11daymer.freeserve.co.uk
Or e-mail any member of the committee (also by December 4 j
Eleanor -MacLean (maclean@library.mcgill.ca~
Barbara Semonche jsemonch@?metalab.unc.edu)
Daniel Trefethen (daniel.b.trefethen@boeing.com)
Gloria Zamora (gjzamor@sandia.gov)
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According t o a recent independent survey
measuring effectiveness, 9 out of 10
STN customers surveyed expressed
overwhelming satisfaction with STN
products and support options.

Easy Access to Support
Our customers give us high ratings on
the availability and accessibility o f our
scientific information while recognizing the
support staff as the most knowledgeable.
That's how effectiveness i s measured.

Scientists Talking to Scientists
Our staff are actual scientists who
understand a variety o f technical subject
areas. You can count on them t o provide
quick, reliable search assistance.

Contact us a t 800-753-4227 or visit our site
a t www.cas.org t o set up an STN account.
Visit www.cas.org/0NUNE/STN/stnsupport.htmL
t o request a brief, free summary of the survey.

Search Convenience
The STN sci-tech databases are now available
on the web and online, so your search i s
easier than ever and results are stl:ll j u s t
a click away.

In Europe
STN internariona'
c/o FiZ Ksrisr!he
Phone. (+49) 72471608-555
Teiefax (t49) 72471808-250
E-mall hel~des.c@iiz-kar:sr~he.de

http:l1w~#.fiz-kafsruhe.de/
Q2000 ACS

In Japan
STN inte!nat:or;l
c/o Japan Science and
Technology Corporation (JST]
Phone. (t51) 3-5214-8411
Teiefax. (t81) 3-5214-8410
E-rraii: helpdesk@nrjs:.go jp
Mtp:/lwww.~st.ga.joi

STN"
In Japan
SIN International
c/o Japan Association for kternat~onai
Chemical lrforrnation (JAICI)
3-5973-3601
Phone: (4)
Teiefax: (+El) 3-5978-3600
E-mail: cas-stn@ja:ci.or.jp
h t r p : i l w ~jalci.or.jp/
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STN internationat
C/OGAS
Phone: 800-753-4CAS (4227) or
6:4-447-3731
Teieiax: (51d) 447-3751
E-mail, help@cas.crg
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An Open Letter to

the Information
Profession
The following is a condensed and
a d a p t e d version of a message
delivered recently by David R. Bender,
Ph.D., executiue director of SLA, to
the SLA membership:
I've been reflecting quite a bit on the
future of the information profession.
What does it hold for all of us who
have called this profession home, as
well as those who are looking to it
for the first time? Although I cannot
say for sure what the future holds,
I've recently had the opportunity to
glimpse at a possible future.
The August 2Bfi issue of Business
Week featured a series of articles
focusing on the twenty-first century
workplace. These articles discuss
such things as new age careers
(Chief Web Officer & Chief
Knowledge Officer), the need for
visionaries in the corporate world,
and current executives' views on the
knowledge economy. You can view
the text of these articles on the web
at http://www.barsinessweek.com.
These articles have been a catalyst
for discussion o n many SLA
discussion lists. I say "kudos" to
those of you who have done so. Our
virtual community exists so that we
can work together to share
information and meet common
goals. It's also quite appropriate that,
in a time of change, we should be
carefully examining where our
profession and our association are

headed. These articles were the
perfect fodder for such discussions.
The training we have received
through our professional studies and
the skills inherent to our daily work
environments a r e incredibly
important and valuable. But we must
be careful to avoid the mantra that
our training and skills, in and of
themselves, position us to take on
primary leadership roles in our
organizations. We as individuals
must seek out opportunities and
anticipate changes so that such
things benefit us. The qualities that
transform an individual into a leader,
a "Chief (insert subject) Officer," a
visionary, are only realized through
an individual willingness to step
outside of existing roles and pre-set
norms. Information professionals
need to "become the change [they]
wish to see in the w o r l d (Mahatma
Gandhi) .
We as an association must identify
the intangible assets that transform
the individual with potential into the
capable leader. We as an association
should be promoting the fact that
anyone with the skills a n d the
training inherent in the information
profession are well-qualified to
expand their horizons and take on
new a n d exciting roles i n
organizations. Our purpose, as an
association, is not to promote the
notion that a library degree and ten
to fifteen years of experience will get
you to the top. It's an excellent start!
But we as information professionals,
with the aid of our professional
association, must strive to do more.
SLA's role in the new economy is to
promote the possibilities for the
profession; to challenge our

members to grow with the changes
in their organizations and become
the change they wish to see.
I think that the sum value of the
articles in question is this:
Companies must find people who are
willing to be bold in their pursuit of
new ideas; people who have the
skills to take on new and neverbefore-attempted challenges; people
who are visionary in the way they
see the company in the future; and
people who are willing to change on
the fly. Those who identify with the
Special Libraries Association should
embrace these articles as key
learning tools for growth. For, if we
are to survive in the new economy,
we must embrace change and seek
out opportunities like never before.
In closing, I'd like to refer you to a
article published in the September
issue of Knowledge Management
magazine. The article is titled, "For
Knowledge, Look Within," and it
highlights the roles of people who
serve as infomediaries within their
organizations. This insightful article
follows the Business Week articles
quite nicely, and speaks well of your
abilities as a leader in knowledge
dissemination.To read the Knowledge
Management magazine article on the
web, go to www.kmmag.com.

For more information,
contact John Crosby
(john-c@sla.org)
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Learning comes in many forms,
some of which are readily apparent
to us and others that require our
more careful attention. All around
us, p e r h a p s u n s e e n a t first
i n s p e c t i o n , a r e t h e gems of
informal learning that sustain us
and make us human. Let's examine
these precious experiences, and
explore how we can make the most
of them.
What do I mean by "informal
learning?" Well, you might think of
it as something akin to a "self-guided
tour" of a local museum. As you
stroll among paintings, sculptures,
and the long-forgotten artifacts, you
are grateful for the absence of the
irritating tour guide who interferes
with your pure a n d simple
appreciation of beauty and historical
significance. You decide to stop and
read the plaque under the frame. You
decide whether something is a
masterpiece or simply occupying
space. You decide how to spend your
time. Your commitment to the
experience determines the shape,
feel, sound, a n d smell of that
experience. It's all in your hands.
The gems of informal Iearning are
truly all around us: The casual
hallway conversation with a
colleague or customer might
challenge you to take a new
perspective on your relationship
with that person or on your own
work. Your next freeform surf
session along the waves of the World
Wide Web could lead you to entirely
information ohstbook

By taking some rime to reflect on
these cpestions, I believe you will
be more capable of identifying
informal Iearning opportunities and
better equipped to gain insight from
them. To illustrate, let me share a
quick story *withyou,

One of my coileagues recentiy spent
a day out of the office working at, as
he put it, "an undisclosed location,"
so he could get some serious work
done. He did and he toid me that the
experience was powerful for him
new and previously unimagined because he f o u ~ da space for
possibilities that will radically alter reflection that was difficult to find in
the way in which you think about our busy office. At one point during
your career a s a n informatior?_ his day, Re focused his attention on
professional. But how do you what Iooked like a small puppy
separate the gems from the semi- running across a park. But upon
closer examination, what he saw was
precious stones?
not a puppy at all, but a plastic
I believe it all begins with reflection, supermarket shopping bag being
a capability we explored in this blown by the wind. My colleague
column just a few months ago. In summed up his informal learning in
fact, I believe that developing and one sentence, "Once I realized that
strengthening our ability to look at my eyes had been deceived, I began
ourselves a n d reflect o n our to feel that 1 needed to look at other
experiences may be t h e most things that are going on through new
important contributor to a lifetime eyes." His experience produced a
of success. All too frequently, we learning jewel *at, ior him, was the
substitute "thought" for "thinking," size of the Hope Diamond!
i.e., we recycle our entrenched
opinions and stale points of view and The important thing to remember is
try to pass them off as new ideas, that all learning is a unique and very
rather t h a n engaging in a n special treasure in our lives, and
authentically new journey into the informal learning is frequentIy an
phenomena we are experiencing at undiscovered treasure from which
the time. If we cannot refresh our we fail to benefit because we're not
thinking through reflection, we will "looking through new eyes." So keep
find it very difficult to benefit from your eyes open a n d , through
the informai learning we reflection, look for the diamonds and
rubies, the sapphires and emeralds
unexpectedly encounter each day.
of new understanding, new
So if you are genuinely committed opportunity and new =caning that
to embracing informal Iearning in are embedded in the vast and endless
your life, you can begin by asking splendor of our world.
yourself these important questions:
What am I experiencing? What am
I feeling as I experience it3
e What does this experience mean
For more informatfon,
to me? What kind of impact is it
contad Carvie Carrington
making on me?
(corvie@sla.orgj
How has the meaning of this
experience changed the way I look
at things that are important to me?

Intelligent. Resourceful. Proactive.
Meet Factiva Publisher.
A welcome addition to your intranet team.
Make sure your intranet team recruits today's most fully-qualified content
integrator: Factiva Publisher. This ready-to-use solution delivers the uniformlycoded content of both Bow Jones Interactive and Reuters Business Briefing-so
your intranet meets the critical global awareness needs of each empioyee.
Best of ali, as a knowledge manager you'll extend your indexing expertise to
the intranet. Apply Factiva lnteiligent lndexing topics--company, industry and
geographic terms--to internal documents, so end users receive the critical
business facts they need-from

a single site.

To find out more, visit www,factiva.com.
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John H. Sandy is Head, Rodgers Library for Science and Engineering, The Universiw of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. He may be reached via e-mail at John@Sandy.crg.

A GREAT DOMAIN NAME 3;

T H E KEY TO ESTABLISHING A STRQN

and making the riches of the Internet more accessible. Indeed, a domain name is akin to the location of a premium
piece of real estate. Only, in this case, the location i s a vktual home in cyberspace. Emphasizing the importance of a
domain name, a broker of domain names at iDomain.com recently said, "The Internet is not really about technologyit is about marketing yourself and your products."
A high-impact domain
name can be a short-cut
to branding, a process
important in marketing
a company or organization and its products.
With a solid name, it's easy to reach new and existing
customers. Accordingly, many companies are willing to
spend huge sums of money to acquire and promote a
good domain name. But finding the right name is not
always an easy task. The explosive growth of the Internet
leaves fewer good names from which to choose.

To some observers, the
frenzy to register domain names is a reminder of the California
gold rush days of 1849.
Whoever thinks of a
great domain first and stakes a claim with domain name
authorities (gets it registered) is the owner. In many
cases, individuals have registered hundreds of names,
hoping to sell them later at a high profit. Owners of
generic names, especially if the name is related to an
entire industry, such as milk.com, have reported huge
offers to sell.

Choosing a Name
Choosing a good domain name is a critical step in getting
started on the Internet. While many businesses and organizations are already on the Internet, millions more
are signing on each year. Latecomers to the Internet soon
discover that most high-quality domain names are already
taken. Jill Serjeant, author of a Reuters News story (7
January 20001, reported "some 97 percent of the words
in Webster's Dictionary have been registered, and the total number of domain names in the United States has
swollen to six million from one million in three years."
The competition to register domain names is intense, with
approximately 10,000 new names being registered each
day, according to iDomains.com.
As of July 2000, DomainStats.com reported 13,072,946
registered InterNIC domains. Of this sum, .corn accounted
for 9,482,427 (72.5%), .net 2,265,298 (17.3%), .org
1,318,818 {lo%),.edu 5,637 (.04%) and .gov 730 (.006%).
During the same period, statistics showed 17,804,717 domains, worldwide. It's not surprising that for many businesses and entrepreneurs the search for a domain name is
like looking for the proverbial "needle in a haystack."

Occasionally, like early-day mining claims, disputes occur as to the rightful owner of a domain name. Fortunately, for many companies, their names are protected
by intellectual property laws, specifically trademark. But
not all names are protected, particularly if they are words
of common usage. A major U.S. company recently challenged an individual on the use of the term Ajax (a character from Greek mythology) in a personal web site, but
upon further investigation, quit the challenge.

The Domain Name System (DM$)
An understanding of the domain name system is important for selecting a domain name. The domain name system is set up to make regular words map to IP (Internet
Protocol) addresses. An IP address is a series of numbers
used by networks to connect all computers on the Internet.
A domain name may be up to sixty-three characters, consisting of letters, numbers, or the dash symbol. In the
world of computer networking, the web address
flyhigh.com becomes the IP address 125.133.4.4, for example. But it's the domain name that people use when
looking for Web sites or sending e-mail.
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Domain names are organized hierarchically. At the highest level is the top-level domain (TLD). Three TLDs are
commonly used worldwide: .corn, .crg, and .net. Just
below the TLD, reading right to left is the subdomain. A
business might choose redbuffalo.com as its domain
name, for example. Second-level domains are the focus
of attention when trying to settle on a domain name. A

name may be expanded locally to a third level, say
calf.redbuffalo.com. The combination of two or more levels is referred to as the hostname. The hostname describes
the computer on which a resource is located.
According to the original plan of the domain system, the
.corn TLD is reserved for commercial firms, .org for nonprofit organizations, .net for computer networks, .edu for
educational institutions, and .gou for federal governmental bodies. It's now common practice, however, for anyone to register in all but .gov and .edu names.

InternatisEd. %m?ains
Internationally, domain name authorities have designated about 240 additional TLDs, referred to as country codes. Frequent Internet users will recognize .de
(Germany), .fr (France), and .ca (Canada). Many coantry codes are not so intuitive. The cozntry code for
Switzerland is .ch and for Ireland .ie. A few domain
name registrars specialize in international country

codes. Al!domains.com registers domain nazr,es in country codes worldwide.
Country codes may be either widely used or restricted.
Anyone can register the name Besr-Cheese.ch from the
Swiss domain name registrar. The main requirement is
payment of an annual registration fee. But domain authorities in many other countries require that the registrant have a presence in the country. In Canada, a firm
must have a local presence to register in the .ca domain.
Polices for local presence vary widely from one country
tc. another.

A less common TLD is the designation .us. This is the

country code for the United States. Anyone can register a
domain name in .us, but because of the cumbersome
naming convention required, the .us TLD is mostly used
by schools, libraries, counties, and other state and local
governmental jurisdictions. The frame for the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, for example, is
dnr.state.wi.us.

Smaller political entities s ~ c as
h the Cocos (Keeiingj Islands, .cc, don't have much demand locally for domain
names. Cocos (Keeling) Islands domain names are marketed internationally for an annual $60 registration fee.
All TLDs work on rhe Internet and can be located on
domain name servers anywhere in the world. A .cc domain name works just like a .corn name.

Domain names are often a part of a URL (Uniform Resource Locator), a name that identifies a document or
service on t h e Internet. In t h e example http://
www.calf.redbuffalo.com/auction/adv.html, reading
right to left, parts of the URL are the file name, directory, top-level domain, subdomains, and the computer
protocol.

When the domain name system was first set up, Network
Solutions, Inc., under a contract with the U.S. govercment, had responsibility for assigning domain names.
Recently, other companies have been given authority to
register domain names. The New York-based firm
Register.com is a n especially active regiszrar.
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Networksolutions.com will register a domain
name for a cost of $70, good for two years.
Upon renewal in the third year, the fee is $35
annually.
Network Solutions makes it easy to tell if a
domain name is already assigned. A search in
Network Solutions' WHOIS database is a convenient way to find out if a specific domain
name is taken. In a single lookup, the search
covers names in the .corn, .net, and .org TLDs.

VaHue/VaBuatfon a f Names
The shortage of domain names has caused a
surge in value for quality domain names. At
auctions, domain names have sold for nearly
one million dollars. At a recent auction,
drugs.com sold for $823,456, according to a
news report out of Los Angeles. In July 2000,
the name oui-.com saw twenty-six bids on
eBay.com (an online auction company), as
bidders scrambled to acquire rights to this
popular name.
Experts on domain names agree that certain
names are very valuable property. Names in
the .corn domain command the highest prices,
followed b y . net and .org names. Short names
with five or less character have a very high
value. Such names are easy to remember and
use in commerce. Other factors, such as the
type of industry to which a name relates, are
also important. As business owners strive for
brand recognition, good domain names can
save millions of dollars in advertising costs.
The objective is for the public to remember
the name and thereby generate high traffic at
web sites.
The crnnch for good domain names has
spawned a huge aftermarket for domain
names. Greatdomains.com lists several thousand names for sale. The company aims to
bring buyers and sellers together. Sales and
auctions of domain names, like re-sales in commercial real estate properties, result in the highest use for a particular name. One might ask
how much Ducks Unlimited would be willing
to pay today for ducks.org, if the organization
hadn't been first to register the name.

ALternative Uses
Huge companies have registered hundreds of names,
hoping to drive traffic to their web sites. Using a function called redirect, a name is acquired and set to automatically send the user to a company's Web site.
Hunting.com redirects the user to Basspro-shops.com, a
supplier of outdoor products. Gerd.com, GERD being a
common digestive disorder, automatically sends the user
to the GERD Information Center, a web page sponsored
by t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l pharmaceutical company
.
AstraZeneca LP. And Love.com opens a personal relations web page at America Online (AOLj.
Some individuals use domain names in very deceptive
ways, without the public good in mind. Registrants often
acquire names of prominent American symbois and then
use the names for web sites thar many people would no:
want to view or read.

Names as a Reference T a d
Domain names are a powerful tool in the hands of reference librarians. In many research situations, assurance
of appropriate and quality information is important. Using some search engines, searches can be limited to a

We Buy
Used Books

rop-level domain. Web sites in the . e & and
~ .gov domains
produce good results in wildlife searches. A search in
Alta Vista for domain:gov AND "grizzly bears" finds many
quality sites. A search on domain:com AND outfitters generates sites for hunting and fishing guides.
Hostname searches are another effective way to find information. A search i z Alta Vista for host:ucla.edu AND
"student union" retrieves many good hits. For environmental information, a search on host:doe.gov AND "air
pollution" AND "alternative f ~ e l s produces
"
good results,
as well.
Using fuil domain names c r terms embedded in
subdomains is another approach KO finding solid information. h'etcraft.ne1 maintains a searchable database
for locating registered domain nan;.es. Search options
include: site containing, site starts with, site ends with,
and subdomain. A search in Netcraft.net for domain
names containing the term "yosernite" retrieves 245
web sites, many on target.

Impact of W@b Brawm-5
The way web browsers work adds additiocal value to
domain names, Netscape Navigator's approach to processing words, called Smart Browsing, gives .corn TLDs
a big boost. In the browser's configuration screen, users can choose to enable a feature called "What's Related." When searching a word from the Location dialog box, the browser displays the word in the .corn TLD.
If the word "schools" is entered in the Location dialog
box, the browser opens the web site for schools.corn,
for example.
Wirh Microsoft's icternet Explorer, when a generic term
is entered in the Address dialog box, the browser automatically defaults to the .corn domain name. The default
selection gives enormous value to .corn domain names.

Conciusion

Powell's Technical Bookstore is always seeking quality
technical, scientific, and academic titles. Our knowledgeable
used book buyers offer cash or trade and can help you
get the most for your books. Private collections and libraries
reviewed by appointment. For more information please
contact Ryan Thomas at:

POWELL'S TECHNICAL BOOKS
33 NW Park, Portland, OR 97209 (503)228-3905
Toll Free: 800-225-6911 Fax: (503)228-0505
email: ryan.thomas@powells.com www.poweIis.com
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Many changes are ahead for domain names. Because of
the high demand, the International Corporation for Assigned Name and Numbers {ICAKN) is proposing to
add even more TLDs. Working Group C of ;he ICANN,
in its spring 2008 meeting, proposed the addition of
between six and ten new TLDs. PossiSle new TLBs are
.web, . s h o p , .firm, .info, .arts, rec, a n d .n o m
Register.com reports news of domain name developments. By most estimates, millions of new users will
soon flock to the Internet. Many will need a domain
name. Unlike old California mining c h i n s , the future
of domain names seems secure.
g;

so will your library.
and functionality, IE Online also helps you increase your
Onlinesv, the world's leading
library's reach and visibiiity Best of all, your useis can
electronic document ordering and
easily set up their own accounts, and search a wealth of
alerting service, is fast and easy to
full text articles from our extensive TOC collections.
use-and adapts to your workflow
So if you're mired in paper document delivery, or not
requirements. Its customized routing
taking Mi advantage of IE Online, call us now. After all,
options help you maximize your own subscriptions and
w e k experts at document delivery from the ground up.
reduce document delivery costs at every turn. So you can
For a 60-day j e e trial, contact us at 1-650-494-8787 or
provide :he best support to your growing squadron of
e-mail us at service@ieonline.com. And be sure to cake a
end-users. Since it's branded with your look, feel,
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SFIRST LAW STATES THAT A BQDY 1% MOTION R E M A I N S

% N MOTION

and a body a t rest remains a t rest. This is true not only i n physics, but also i n careers. A person who makes changes
and takes advantage of opportunities always seems to have something new going on i n their career, while others
always respond to the question, "What's new?" with "Oh, not much. Same old, same old, you know."

Change is inevitable-Darwin's take on the matter was
adapt or die. Dying is not a usual consequence of not
changing in career situations, but career death or stagnation can and does happen, even to the most talented and
diligent workers. How do you start moving and shaking?
Motivation, patience, and self-knowledge will all help
jump-start your career-or keep it steadily cruising along.
This article addresses how to keep moving: up, out, and
around in your career.

aut
Out is what most librarians think of when they think of
career changes. "I need to get a new job." Usually that
means moving to a new organization, but that's not the
only option. Out can also mean out of a stale reporting
structure, out of a particular library environment (corporate to public, solo to non-solo, for example), or out of
the profession entirely.
For easy comparison, let us assume out really does mean
out: to a new organization. I have used the following job
tips successfully for over seven years now. How successfully? Well, I had five jobs in three years before joining
my current company. (The most recent four and a half
years get addressed in Up and Around.) Before you get
started on the practical business of starting a search for a
new organization, though, remember one thing. Not getting a job or an interview does not mean you are not
successful; it means that was not the job for you. Patience and persistence are the cardinal virtues of career
changers everywhere. During my first job search out of
college, I applied for several jobs with government agencies, only to see my applications fall into a seeming black
hole. ?tYo years later, after a Master's degree and moves
to two different cities, I heard back from a few of the
agencies, asking me to come in for interviews! This is an
extreme example, but realizing that, like the wheels of
justice, hiring processes turn very slowly, is important.

Sob Hunlz'ng I . Q i
Not ready to change organizations? Skip to the next section. Everyone else, here are some basic strategies which
never fail to find outside opportunities.
Recruiters. Let someone else do the work: web sites like
Monster.com, Careerbuilder.com, Headhunter.net, or any
of the other job seeker sites let you post your resume for
companies to find. (Do be sure to check their privacy
policy!) Even better, human recruiters can do a better job
of screening potential matches and there is less risk of
your HR department turning up your posted resume. Not
sure where to find a recruiter? Several target the library
and information industry (see sidebar). Also, contact any
temp agencies you may already use; many are willing to
help you in your search for a permanent placement.
Job ads. Despite what you ma37 have heard, newspapers aren't dead yet. Whether you use your local paper, association magazine, internet, or telephone job
listings, looking at the want ads can only help. The
conventional wisdom holds that the best jobs are never
posted-but the conventional wisdom is often wrong.
Besides, even if your dream job is not listed, a proactive approach never hurts!
Networking. If you only do one thing, network, network, network. This is how you find all those jobs that
are never listed. Since networking is so importantand not just for moving out, but moving up or aroundstay tuned.
High energy. Changing jobs is a full-time job in itself.
The more energy and effort you put into your job search,
the more opportunities you get.
Know yourself. Last, but never least, conduct a selfassessment. Write your ideal job description. Take a career
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assessment test. Think hard about what you enjoy lmost in
your job, as well as your least favorite responsibilities.
Set your priorities: Short commute? Better benefits? More
pay? More or less responsibility? Development opportunities? Knowing what you really want from your job will
make your job search much more efficient, as you can
focus on the most desirable opportunities.

up
Many of us learned early on that the way to success is to
climb the ladder. [That depends on your definition of
success-"know yourself" applies here too!) Climbing up
in an organization can be daunting; often, it is easier to
simply get the desired boost by getting another position

elsewhere. Easier9but not necessarily better-being promoted means keeping the political and organizational
goodwill you've built up in your job.
The usual assumption is that promotions are the responsibility of scpervisors and upper management. Actually,
the reverse is more likely to be true-an employee notices an opportunity, makes higher-ups aware of rheir

accomplishments and suitabiiity for the position, and then
gets the promotion. In other words, keep your ear to the
ground and toot your own horn! Another frequent occurrence is being given a desired promotion in an "acting"
capacity, which is an excellent opportuniry to demonstrate your capability and credentials. Just be sure to set
a definitive review date and have any promises regarding
increased salary or benefits put in writing; you don't want
to end up with increased responsibilities without the
matching title, salary, and other perks.
As with moving out, networking plays a large part in
moving up. Building relationships across your organization ensures that you no? only get the latest and best strategic information, it also ensures that you have multiple
advocates beyond yom supervisor. When I first decided I
wanted to expand my role from library management to
knowledge managemmt within my organization, I spoke
with my direct supervisor at the time, who was mildly
interested and supportive. However, I also spoke with our
public relations manager, with whom I was friendly. ?reviousiy the assistan; to our CEO, she realized he would
be interested and was able to set up a direct meeting with
him and other upper managers to introduce the concept.
That informational meeting led to their recognition that I
could contribute to our company's efforts at knowledge
management and to my eventual promotion.
The new mantra for li'orarians in recent years has beer,,
"Tie your efforts to your organization's mission." Repeat
it, live it, be it. Being in sync with your organization's
mission, goals, and objectives often leads to an awareness of strategic oppoflunities; changes in culture, goals,
and strategies mean increased opportcnities for internal
growth. Frequent harbingers of opportunity include new
organizational directions, outreach to new clients or communities, mergers, acquisitions, and spin-offs. Working
for a non-profit or academic organization? These changes
are happening more and more frequently in all areas, not
only in the traditional "business world,"

Around
Moving around seems to be a symptom of our
new economy, as more and more people are
choosing not to climb the corporate ladder or
jump ship. Instead, they are choosing to move
around-trying new roles, reporting structures, and even careers within their current
organizations. Moving around combines the
best of moving up with moving out in that
you can keep the goodwill and seniority you
have built up in your current position, plus
you have all the excitement and opportunity
of a new job.
I learned this after having been promoted to
a management role. The old saying, "be careful what you ask for-you may get it," certainly applied to me. I got the promotion for
which I had been working so hard-only to
find that middle management is just that.
After several years working primarily as a solo
librarian, being caught in the middle between
upper management and the library staff was
not the place for me.
Having worked with the company's intranet
since starting with the firm, I had become
interested in applying web and other internet
technologies to the provision of library services and knowledge management. As it became apparent that my position as a manager would leave little time for such projects,
my frustration grew. Our director of
technology's frustration was also growing,
as all progress on the revamping of our
intranet (a joint project) stalled due to our
web developer's departure and subsequent
lack of success in hiring another developer.
One day while we were each griping about
our respective frustrations, he joked that the
solution to our problems was simple: I just
had to switch from managing the libraries to
developing our web sites and intranet.
I spent most of that evening wondering if he
was serious-and if so, how could I make
that leap? The next day, I proposed to him
that I become our developer, provided I received any necessary training and kept my
current salary and benefits. I also proposed
that we promote one of the librarians to
manager, as she was very qualified and this
would fill the vacancy created. He was excited and very supportive; within a month, I
had changed roles and embarked on a new
path in my career.
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My change in roles was a win-win
situatior~for all involved: The company gained a developer and saved
a great deal on recruiting fees; I
gained fob satisfaction and new
challenges; and the libraries gained
an excellent manager. His comment may seem like a lucky break,
but the truth is, it's a good example
of how to move around. As with
moving up or out, networking is
vital. Your colleagues may recognize strengths and skills you possess faster than you do; certainly,
they can help you become aware
of shifting opportunities in time to
take advantage of them.

GO beyond the
ordinary
with a unique

organization

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SCIENTIST

Another lesson learned from other
moves is to know yourself. A good
test is the three-six-nine test: have
you learned anything new or taken
on new challenges in the past three
months? Six months? Nine months?
If not, why not? The most common
piece of advice heard at SLA conferences and other such events is
to be proactive. This applies not
only to our services and prod-ucts,
but to ourselves as well. Planning
for new skills allows us to grow
within our jobs and also to take advantage of future opportunities.

Chemical Abstracts Service has an immediate opening for a Technical Information Scientist in its
Editorial Division. Responsibilities include searching,
analyzing, and processing requestsfor scientific and
technical information in a wide variety of fields, including chemistry, life sciences, and engineering.
Requested information may include, but is not limited
to, patents, literature, chemical property data,
chemical suppliers, and regulatory compliance.
Candidates should have a strong chemistry background, but should also have the skills required to
search non-chemical databasefiles(including patent
files). Prior training and experience in searching
chemical and scientific databases, preferably STN
Files(including structure searching). Education should
include a Master'sin Library and Information Science
along with a strong background in the sciences
(preferably chemistry).

Yuc &wed, Ncw What?
Adjusting to change is usually difficult. The best advice I received
in my career came from a fellow
librarian who told me "what has
changed can be changed again." It
may be discouraging when we realize we have made a mistake in
our career path, but it does not
have to be the end of the line.
Thinking positive is a clichC, but
all cliches have some truth to them!

A Division of the
American Chemical Society

Chemical Abstracts Service offers a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package, including a
generous vacation plan, medical, dental, vision insurance plans, and employee savings and retirement
plans. For consideration, please send, fax or e-mail
resume to: Chemical Abstracts Service, P.O. Box
3012-67% Columbus, Ohio 43210. FAX614-447-3816,
e-mail: jobs@cas.org.An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Staying focused on the positive and
learning from all experiences gives
us the resilience we need in these
fast-moving times. We already have
the skills we need in the information economy; it is time we put
them to work for our own benefit.
Ready to get moving?
@
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Ulla de Stricker is founder and president of de Stricicer Associates, a
Toronto-based consulting practice focusing o n strategic planning for izformation services. She may be reached a t uds@xe.net

WE M O R E 1 FOCUS ON THE SUBJECT QF IldZAPdAGIHG T H E %TRATEGIC POSITIONING
of an information services unit (and funny how that subject i s enjoying such keen professional interest these
days), the more I am convinced that we have underestimated the importance and impact of something a s basic a s
ordinary personal relationships. In fact, I'm tempted t o say that if our relationships are in good working order,
marketing-an activity we have agonized over for decades-becomes unnecessary. Said another way, marketing i s
something that happens automatically while we engage in the exchanges necessary t o build and maintain good
relationships all around us.
Looking back over a g e t
junap f n
say i t
alreadyobvious-is that
in many cases, the inforlong, rewarding, and
mation services unit is
busy career in the inforMarketing isn't o w issue. Reiaticnships
m,,e PloYeds
nUy
mation industry and as
by the organization that
a consultant, I am grateis (still) funding it.
ful for all the personal
connections it allowed me to form, and amazed at the
Our professional literature and lineup of continuing edupower those connections have demonstrated time and
cation seminars have no shortage of coverage in the subagain. "Name the challenge-if I can't meet it myself I'll
ject of marketing. Yet Larry Besant and Deborah Sharp
get you someone who can" is a common response in our
explained relationship marketing in these pages in March
profession, and we don't just mean "find you the name
2000 and said pointedly, "Herb White is right. Librarians
of." Oh no, we mean "I'll call on a friend who, because
do not market and they never have."
he or she respects and regards me, will go to great lengths
to help you."
Let me just jump in and say it now: Marketing isn't our
issue. Relationships are. Marketing is misunderstood and
Looking at our profession's most pressing current chalmisplaced if it isn't seen as a natural consequence of evlenge through the lens of strategic planning, I wonder if
erything else we do-the systematic efforts we make to
we rook for granted our ability to build and keep good
relationships and failed to appreciate how strong a role
understand our organizations' inner workings; the probes
they played in allowing us to be professionally effective. If
we mount to ferret out our clients' and non-clients' chalso, now is a good time to examine that ability and put it to
lenges and deliverables; the ongoing conversations we
deliberate use. The challenge I am referring to is a familiar
have with stakeholders. In other words, if relationships
one: As technology brings along greater client self-suffiare done right, marketing takes care of itself.
ciency (whether we feel it's justified or not!), and as IT
departments increasingly concern themselves with knowlNow isn't that a relief? No marketing, no selling? No kidedge management initiatives, our strategic role and conding. But there is serious work to be done in the relationtribution to the bottom line can get lost on the very clutship department.
tered radar screens of decision makers. Many information
professionals enjoy an appreciated, highly visible placeA quick mental experiment: What is the approximate toment within the organizations they serve; but many othtal number of "non-family personal connections" repreers feel their work is misunderstood or underappreciated.
sented by you and your colleagues in the information
The bottom line-I'm not telling anyone anything that isn't
services unit? How many personal friends, school chums,

me

and

are.
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hobby and sports acquaintances, professionaiiy based
friendships (think physical therapist, music teacher), and
Rol-A-Dex linkages (think colleagues you helped in a
bigtime pinch) can be counted? Trust me, it's a staggering
number. Now, how many of that number exist within the
unit's key stakeholder groups? How many people in leadership or influence positions could you count on to drop
what they were doing if you called and said, "Got a minute?"

When we have the proper relationships in place, our organizations are the winners because we become able to

Some of my colleagues have expressed queasiness at the
prospect of needing to become well connected "upstairs."
I point out that in the absence of such connectedness, we
just might soon be disconnected altogether. And I point
out that every member of the senior management team is
a human being who will respond humanly to expressions
of expert care. But lest any reader feel uncomfortable with
the notion of 'strategically planned friendships,' let me
hasten to say that the emphasis is first on "what can I do
for him or her"; the "will he or she lend crucial support
at budget time or champion the unit if downsizing were
to get on the agenda" part tends to fall in place naturally.

function at a compietely different level than we have in
the past. Building solid personal linkages with the movers, shakers, and decision makers-on a foundation of
top notch, tailored professional service-enables us to
have direct positive influence at critical junctures and
day to day alike. Well tended relationships and lines of
communication create a natural, comfortable emironmeart
for the give-and-take involved in having an impact on
the organization's current success and fuhre direction.
Good relaiionships allow us to be entwined in the business process of the organization so that we know what's
going on-a prerequisite for proactive service-and good
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It can be difficuit to determine how we can cofitribute
meaningfully to key leaders' working lives if we don't
know them as persons-hence the need to work on, as
opposed to just letting happen accidentally, the relaiionships we want.

relationships ensure we're invited to join the team long
before any new project is launched.
Of course, it's a professional challenge to "work with the
big boys." That was the title of a presentation in which I
encouraged the audience to step out of the excellent-service role and adopt an interpretive, analytical, "here's
something that could impact us down the road and how
I think we might deal with it" approach. The increased
awareness of the need for competitive intelligence (I prefer the term contextual intelligence) has shed light on
the extent to which we can offer advice rather than just
information; I believe the business world as we know it
demands that we upgrade our contributions to contain
bottom-line digests of key issues and reasoned recommendations for decision makers. Doing so is a great deal
easier when we have accumulated a healthy dose of their
trust and respect.

Libmries and Libra
,
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the Knowledge

But aren't we all about rising to professional challenges?
The beauty here is that the task of building good personal relationships isn't difficult; most of us do it effortlessly, without a second thought, and well. The stretch
might be putting the relationship portfolio at the top of
our priority list. Why wouldn't we, when the outcome is
,such a win-win?

~ O i$i$l#~:!@'i
E
[$N:RCI:
SLA's Strategic Learning
and Development Center
E-mail: iearning@sia.org

?hone: (202) 939-3627
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Vou're on the front iine.
Your cornpar:y Is looking t c
you for the strategic insight it
needs to chart its course for
the future.
Kiplinger Business Forecasts
(KBF) is the first step toward
success. It's a new web-based
business, econcmic, and public
policy iorecasting service.
It reduces research time and

provides the vita! information
your company must have to stay
ahead of the competition.
KBF tells yol; what is going
tc happen, why it's going to
happen, and what yodr
company can do to profit from
this advance knowiecge.

Act pow. Go to

Kiplingerforecasts.con/tr~al
for a FREE, NO-OBLiGATlON,
NO-RISK TRIAL. Or
contact Paui Vizza or
Craig McKinnis a t
202-887-6594
for mere
!nformaticn.

""Hatters
Highlights of the 2001 Association
Program PLan and Budget
The association provides a solid
model for business planning and
financial operations. SLA's
operational planning cycle stems
from the strategic direction set by the
elected leadership. The board of
directors in concert with members,
volunteer leaders, and staff defines
the organizational strategy and
vision. The operational plans are
designed to fulfill the association's
strategic goals and objectives.
As treasurer, I find it important for
members to understand how the
annual business and financial plans
are determined. This column is
dedicated to highlighting the 2001
Association Program Plan and Budget.

The Association Program Plan
The Asssciation Program Plan is the
a n n u a l business plan of the
association. It outlines the core
purposes and functions that SLA's
leadership has chosen to implement
for its members a n d other
constituents. The plan is based on
the strategic direction as established
by the board of directors as well as
staff's five operating principles of:
boundaryless behavior, speed of
change, stretch, simplification, and
competitiveness. The executive
director's objectives are also
considered.
The business plan includes some
risks in exploring new ideas and
directions for the programs and
services offered to the membership.
A certain level of risk is encouraged
as a means to keep SLA in the
forefront and on the leading edge.

True, some risks may not prove to
be as successful as others, but it is
more desirable that the leaders and
staff be challenged and innovative
rather than staying the course and
not moving the association ahead.
The Association Program Plan
considers the following:
What new standards of performance
will our members and customers
expect from the association and
other providers of informationrelated products, services, and
experiences?
How can the association turn
existing products and initiatives,
as well as new products ideas, into
expeditionary, adaptive product
platforms that will drive
tomorrow's business?
How does the association's culture
need to change in order to engage
t h e development of high
performance products, services,
a n d experiences? What new
competencies do we need and how
will we acquire them?
Due to rapid change, the future can
seem out of reach at times. However,
in order to succeed we must raise
our planning sights in order to
comprehend new possibilities. We
must plan from t h e future,
backward. Extrapolation of current
trends from today's plane of
operation will not yield the desired
breakthrough insights. We must
assume that e-commerce will drive
our business, despite how many, or
how few, currently utilize
technology to interact in relation to
SLA's products, services, a n d

experiences. However, we are not
leaving the "paper members"
behind. The 2001 Association
Program Plan balances digital and
print delivery systems and contains
activities for the
further
development/transition of members
to accept e-commerce.
The association has learned several
valuable lessons in relation to ecommerce that will help shape our
future:
Simply automating existing
processes is a rather expensive
proposition a n d produces a
minimal return on investment.
Rather than digitizing existing
products, we must innovate and
create new ways of conducting
business.
Discovering, enlisting, a n d
encouraging our members and
other key customers is essential
and provides rich and invaluable
insights for future projects.
The challenge is not in the
technology but rather t h e
psychology of how we do things.
Changing the organizational
culture and communicating such
change is key. The success of our
future endeavors is contingent on
the cooperation and commitment
from all stakeholders of our
particular products and services.
To define the potential for tomorrow's
high performance products, we must
begin by examining how the
Knowledge Age will be different from
the current operating environment.
Today's products will be succeeded by
a new breed of products, services, and
experiences based on indispensability
and previously unattained levels of
customer intimacy. The 2001
Association Program Plan lays the
groundwork for moving SLA into the
Knowledge Age.
The program plan also includes the
basic direction as set forth with the
recently created strategic taskforces.
Due to the timing of the taskforces
in relation to the planning cycle, we
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realize that new directions and
initiatives will be introduced.
Adaptability and change management
are recognized as inherent
components of our planning process.

The Budget
The budget is t h e association
program plan stated in financial
terms. A flexible budgeting
method-shadow budgeting-was
implemented in the mid-90s in order
to maximize o n staff's basic
operating principles and has been
continued with the FY 2001 budget.
Shadow budgeting entails the
development of multiple budgets for
each program area.
Current Reaiity Budget: How we
typically budget-using up-to-date
financial information and program
plans to develop a well-thought,
realistic budget based on specific
goals and objectives.
Best Case Scenario Budget:
Incorporates our basic operating
principle of stretch. This is where we
dream if there were additional funds
(i.e. promotions, technology, etc,) .
There must be a direct benefit in
allocating additional funds (i.e.
increased income, or x % more
product to benefit the members]. We
also examine the impact the
dreaming will have on the
organization as a whole.
Worst Case Budget Scenario: The
contingency plan for the times when
income is down and/or there is an
unforeseen major expenditure in a
program area or activity.
2001 Budget Highlights
The total income for the FY 2001
Budget is $8.1 million-a 9 %
decrease over the 2 0 0 0 total
budgeted income. The decrease is
due to the loss of the $1,200,000
revenue stream from Global 2000. If
we were to back out the Global 2000
income, we would have a $400,000,
or 596, increase in income for FY
2001 over FY 2000.
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The total net income from programs
(prior to general administration) is
down from 20C.0 due largely in part
to a greater allocation of salaries,
benefits, and overhead to programs
and services; a flat membership
growth projection; a n d the
development of new products and
services in accordance with the 2001
Association Program Plan.
The FY 2001 Budget includes the
strategic priorities in accordance
with the 1999 dues increase and the
priorities established by the board of
directors primarily in the following
areas: technology, strategic learning
and
development,
public
communications,
leadership
services, governance, and research.
The ratio of dues to non-dues income
for FY 2001 is 24 to 76, as reflected
in the budget (versus 22 to 78 in
2000). The 2% change for 2002 is
representative of the decrease in nondues revenue as a result of the loss
of the Global 2000 revenue stream.
As stated in our association
benchmarking reports, the dues ratio
may be cause for concern in relation
to IRS scrutiny although many
associations are looking for non-dues
revenue to support the delivery of
critical products and services. The
Finance Committee will continue to
examine the revenue ratios as part
of its routine fiscal monitoring and
long-range planning.
The cost per member statistics
indicate t h a t the average
membership income collected per
member is $122.85. The income per
member increases between 2000 and
2001 even though the total number
of members remains the same. This
is accounted for by the increase6
number of projected full members
and a declining projected number of
student and retired members. The
average cost to sewice one member
is $229.30, including both program
and administrative costs. Therefore,
for each SLA member an additional
$106.45 must be generated to

provide SLA's current levels of
products and services. This remains
a concern of management in terms
of the long-term financial stability
of the association.
According to the Board Reporter"
a n d Association Information
,Management Service (AIMS)
benchmarking reports, associations
with external professional services
which are a kigher percentage of
total expenses usually have a higher
level of productivity. Utilizing
external professional services is a
good way ro stretch the capabilities
of staff and to meet the special and/
or episodic needs of the association
wirhout a long-term staffing
commitment. The FY2001 Budge:
incorporates outsourcing in the
following areas: advertising and Iist
sales, staff recruiting, insurance,
payroll, investments, technology,
membership recruitment a n d
retention, educational development,
logistics, frwel, media placement,
editing and design, etc,

Summary
in summary, our financiai outlook
continues to be healthy. O u r
operational plans am innovative and
forward thinking, yet grounded in
reality, providing the producrs,
services, and experiences that our
nembers and other customers seek
and need.
To receive copies of the program plan
or budget, please contact Lynr:
Woodbury at headquarters.

For more information,
contact Rfchard Geiger, %LA
Treasurer (geigerr@sfgate.corn)

Your users demand access to information, including abundant
fulltext. You want integrated resources to meet those demands.
You NEED the OCLC FirstSearch service.
Why choose FirstSearch?
Fast, dependable access...to citations, abstracts and millions of
full-text articles and information from more than 80 databases, using
a convenient, Web-based interface

...

Thousands of full-text,full-image articles from the OCLC
FirstSearch Electronic Collections Online service that offers an electronic
archive of your library's electronic journal subscriptions, plus collection
management tools
Information with a global reach...through WorldCat (the OCLC
Online Union Catalog), the world's largest and most comprehensive
bibliography, and the most consulted database in higher education
Exclusive, authoritative databases...like OCLC NetFirst, which offers
unparalleled access to Internet resources
Links to lnillions of library holdings worldwide...so users know
right away which libraries have the resources they need
Convenient customization options...to help you effectively manage
FirstSearch to meet your users' information needs
With OCLC FirstSearch,you provide your users with one-stop access to a
wealth of integrated, online information. It's easy for them to use, and it's
easy for you to manage.
Contact OCLC to learn more about OCLC FirstSearch, and how you can
become a partner in cooperative librarianship.

CCLC and WoridCat are registered trademarks of OCLC.
OCLC Firstsearch and OCLC Electronic Collections Online are trademarks of OCLC.

We craft it into something useful.

Of course, you could gather regulatory information or. your
own.. . ar,d spend hours poring over website after website.
Instead, Regscan does the hunting m.d gathering for you.
We provide extensive coverage of the nost current state,
federal, and international reguiations available - then
package it so you can instantly find what your company
needs to stay in compliance. E-mails, summaries, and

electronic newsletters keep you I~~formed
of changes befcre
<ley take effect. h d we c a even
~ ~ put your n m i ~ a i san^ data
cdine for easy u~dat;hg,corqxrisons, a d distrhuti~n.So
you'll have everything in one ixtantiy accessible,conti;r.uously
currezt format. Effortlessly. Contact Regscan at 1-800-734-7226
ext. '1415 or www.regscan.com, or e-nail irfo@regscan.comand. Fhd out how useful we cx. be.

Regscar. ' 15 a badernark of Regscan, Inc. D2000 XegSran, h c .

something being due to a person by
just claim, legal guarantee or moral
principle. Further, a right is a legally
recognized and protected principle.

se: A Right or a

Fair use is one of the most important
issues in copyright especially for
researchers, librarians, scholars and
other users of copyrighted works.
For many years copyright law
experts and others have debated
whether fair use is a right or a
privilege. The answer is no clearer
today than it was a century ago
although the level of the debate
certainly has increased. Several
earlier columns have discussed fair
use but none has looked at the
historical basis of the concept. Fair
use is a judically created doctrine
first used in the United States in
1841; through the years the concept
was embedded in the common law,
and it continued to be applied by
judges in infringement cases
although it was not embodied in the
statute until 1 9 7 6 . The 1976
C0pyrigh.t Act adopted the fair use
doctrine and the factors that courts
had been using for determining
whether or not a use was fair.
Fair use excuses conduct that
ordinarily would be infringement,
but because of the existence of
certain factors, the conduct is
exempted. The statute begins with
examples of uses that ordinarily are
fair use, but the list is neither
exhaustive nor a guarantee. Instead,
the courts say that the list is
illustrative and simply provides
some guidance on uses that have
been found to be fair use although
all such uses even for those purposes
might not be excused. Then Section
107 lists four factors that courts must
consider when determining whether
a use is fair: (1) purpose and

character of the use, (2) nature of
the copyrighted work, (3) amount
and sustantiality used in comparison
to the work as a whole, and (4) effect
on the potential market for or value
of the work. A court applies the
factors and makes a determination
on a case-by-case basis. Scholarly
and nonprofit educational use are
favored over commercial ones, and
uses that reproduce small portions
of works are favored over those that
copy entire works. Still, only a court
can authoritatively determine
whether a use is fair.
Publishers and producers of
copyrighted works pretty uniformly
claim that fair use is only a defense
to copyright infringement and thus
is no more than a privilege that users
may exercise under certain
conditions. Librarians and other
users of copyrighted works disagree
and believe that fair use is a right
that users enjoy. The difference is
pretty important.

Publishers and producers maintain
that fair use is only a privilege and
that users basically have no
affirmativerights. To many members
of this group, the only rights under
copyright are those enumerated
rights given to the owners of a
copyright in Section 106 of the Act:
the right to reproduce, distribute,
adapt, publicly perform and publicly
display a work, and for sound
recordings, the right to perform them
digitally. True, there are many
exceptions to these exclusive rights
embodied in the law, but beyond
these exceptions, the four fair use
factors are to be applied to determine
whether a use should be excused.
This group takes the position that
there is no absolute right of public
access to copyrighted materials. If
fair use is only a defense to
infringement, then literal copying,
while a violation of the author's
exclusive right, is excused because
of the public policy goal-that
society benefits when one author
builds on the works of another.

The word "privilege" indicates that
someone or some entity is granting
a favor by enabling the person to
take advantage of a benefit not
available to all or relieves a person
from having to meet the
requirements for obtaining the
benefit. It is an exception to a duty.
Black's Law Dictionary says that a
privilege is also a n affirmative
defense in the law by which a
defendant aknowledges at least a
part of the conduct at issue but
asserts that the conduct was
sanctioned or authorized by law.
By contrast, a right is something that
one has by law, nature or tradition;
it is not dependent on being granted
by someone else. Black's L a w
Dictionary defines "a right" as
november 2000

Not surprisingly, librarians disagree. In fact, in
Section 108 of the Copyright Act, the library
exemption, fair use is referred to right in the
statute as a right. Nothing in this section "in
any way affects the right of fair use as provided
by section 107, or any contractual obligations
assumed at any time by the library or archves
when it obtained a copy phonorecord in its
collections." Thus, the very words of the statute
in the primary library section refers to fair use
as a right. So, it is easy to see why librarians
hold the notion that fair use is a right. This
view focuses on the public policy goal as the
key, a n d copying within fair use is not a
violation to be excused but instead is a right
that later authors have with respect to works
that preceded them.

Siatement of Ownership, Management, and Circulation
I,

For more information,
contact Laura Gasaway
(Laura-gasaway@unc.edu)
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What does this mean for libraries for which the
statute states that there is a right of fair use? Does
this mean that copying by libraries is simply not
a violation of the statute? Can libraries take
positive action such as circumventing anticircumvention technologies without fear of
infringement? Likely not. Clearly, based on earlier
litigation, it makes a difference if the library is in
the for-profit sector, and nonprofit libraries have
greater fair use rights (I use the "rights" word
intentionally) than do those in the private sector.
But even in the nonprofit sector, fair use has
limits. Copying in libraries beyond that permitted
in Section 108 is governed by fair use, and a court
would examine the four statutory factors in
evaluating that activity.
In recent years, the publisher and producer
position seems to have enjoyed wider acceptance
based on amendments to the copyright law and
the results of various cases. Users' rights activists
have only recently begun to raise these issues
and educate members of library associations and
other organizations about the importance of how
this disagreement plays out in statutory revisions
and court decisions. That is why the Special
Libraries Association must take a leading role,
along with other library associations, in
influencing the development of copyright law.
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is a crucial corporate asset. At Inmagic,

via the Web and corporate intranets. lnmagic offers

Inc., we give you the tools you need to get the most out

a broad array of products, from out-of-the-box informa-

of your information.

tion management solutions to a fully integrated library

We are a global leader in providing information

system. Our software is used by more than half of the

management and library automation solutions. And

Fortune 500 and in over 5 0 countries because i t is

our Web publishing technology helps information

robust, flexible, easy to implement, and easy to use.

professionals effectively manage and disseminate
diverse types of data -text, multimedia and images -

lnmagic has what you need to make your
information work for you.

For more information visit us at www.inmagic.com
or call 800-229-8398 ext. 257
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roadway

We all know about New York's
Broadway. But San Antonio has a
Broadway just a s historical.
Broadway starts downtown and
winds north through one of the
oldest bedroom communities in
Texas-Alamo Heights. You can
spend a whole day checking out this
great street-eating and drinking in
the many restaurants, as well as
seeing some of the most interesting
sites in San Antonio.
Just north of downtown is the "Pig
Stand", a San Antonio landmark
since 1921. The Pig Stand has an
impressive claim to restaurant
"firsts": first drive-in, first to use
carhops to deliver food to diners, and
first to offer fried onion rings.
Further north, you can turn left at
the entrance to Brackenridge Parka hot spot in San Antonio for just
over one-hundred years. The San
Antonio River flows by the park
where you can walk or bike on
paved, tree-lined paths. If you're too
tired to waik, hitch a ride on the
miniature railway that runs for four
miles through the park.
While you're at the park, be sure to
stop at the Japanese Tea Gardens,
located in an old limestone quarry.
You can wander winding walkways
past waterfalls, stone bridges, and
tranquil pools. If golf is your game,
the Brackenridge Golf Course, the
oldest municipal golf course in
Texas, is also located within the park.
The park is also home to the San
Antonio Zoo, ranked one of the best
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in the country and the only zoo to
exhibit the endangered whooping
crane. If you want to take it all in at
once, hitch a ride on the Swiss cable
cars called the Brackenridge Skyride
that offer a breathtaking view of both
the park and the city,
Moving on up Broadway, you may
want to explore San Antonio's Witte
Museum, where the main attraction
continues to be the H-E-3 Science
Treehouse, which boasts four levels
of interactive exhibits in a playhouse
setting. A great place to have some
fun after conference.
Just past +hecorner of Broadway and
Hildebrand, you can experience the
grocery shoppers dream store-the
Broadway Central Market. Not your
average grocery store, the store
boasts over 500 varieties of fresh
produce, including one-hundred
organically grown fruits a n d
vegetables, a buffet of specialty
salsas, olives and pickles, more than
eighty varieties of fresh fish, a
selection of more than one-hundred
cheeses, and a wonderful bakery.
You can even watch the chefs baking
via closed circuit television. Central
Market has more than 2,000 wines
a n d 400 beers, a n d a walk-in
humidor that features 125 cigars. As
you. walk through, enjoy the sample
stations rhat are typically set up
throughout the store. Sampling can
serve as a nice pre-dinner snack. Or
check out the coffee, juice, and
smoothy bar.
Moving further up Broadway, :urn
right onto Old Austin Highway and
follow the signs to the McNay Art
Museum (6000 N. New Braunfels).
Housed in a fabulous Meditersaneanstyle m a n s i c n , its beautiful
surrounciing grounds are worth the

trip alone. The museum's impressive
coi1ection focuses on nineteenth and
twentieth century Eurcpean and
American art and features works by
Rodin, Cezanne, Picasso, O'Keeffe,
and Matisse. The Tobin Collection of
Theatre Arts is considered one of the
best in the world and includes
thousands of rare books, stage
designs, drawings, and prints. The
admission fee is optional and the
museum is open on everyday except
Monday.
if you're just looking for some
examples of eclectic Americana, you
won't want to miss Barney Smith's
Toilet Seat Art Museum on Abiso
Street i n Alarno Heights-off
Broadway. Wonder at the near 500
toilet seats decorated to reflect
American pop culture i n the
twentieth centuq. Each seat has its
own theme-see a piece of the space
shuttle Challenger, barbed wire from
the Auschwitz concentration camp,
a collection of Indian arrowheads,
or an ode to O.J. Simpson.

Hop on 410-West where it intersects
Broadway and you can culminate
your trip at the North Star Mall,
home of the world's largest cowboy
boots and a myria6 of nationally
recognized stores.
So, from high a r t to parks to
shopping carts, you can find a world
of entertainment on and off San
Antonio's Broadway.

Note: For bus routes up and down
Broadway, check the Via
Metropolitan Transit web site:
htlp://www.viainfo.net/.
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For more Pni~rmation,
contact Jsnnifer Evert
Oennifer.even@texis-aexis.corPP)

For Physics, Electrical 8 Electronics Engineering,
and Computing & Control

The Power of Information
At 6.5 million records and growing weekly,the INSPEC Database is still the most
comprehensive English-language database in its fields of coverage, delivering
results that are current,precise and reIevant.With respected subject experts on
its indexing staff, strict quality control practices and meticulous error-correction procedures in place, INSPEC ensures that you'll always get the targeted
results you expect.
INSPEC offers a wide range of products in both electronic and print formats,
with a variety of pricing options to suit both the frequent and casual user from the individual pay-as-you-go searcher, to multi-campus universities and
international corporations. For more information visit us on the web at
www.inspec.org,or contact INSPEC at 732-321-5575.
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Intelliseek is proud to introduce the newest
version of BullsEye 2 Pro, the Ultimate Research
Assistant for Professionals. Version 2.5 of
Intelliseek's Intelligent Desktop Portal" offers
exciting new features in addition to the powerful
search, analysis, filtering and tracking capabilities
that have earned raves from both professional
researchers and industry publications. Intelliseek
is offering SLA members 20% off the list price
until October 1, 2001. Poin: your browser to
http://info.intelliseek.com/promotions/sIa.htm to
take advantage of this special offer and download
your free 30-day trial version of BullsEye 2 Pro.
Department

Need

j BullsEye Pro Solution

Public
Relations

Conduct market
research to learn
public opinions

Quickly and easily review
discussion grwcps and mailing
I iists for criticai information

Business
Development

Track new and
emerging trends

Information
Systems

Make informed
purchasing
decisions

I/

Receive timely automatic
reports on user defined topics
i regarding new trends and
business news

1 Search only databases
chat specificaliycontain

1 hardware or software reviews
i
1 Search hundreds of sources

Find new
prospects

/

simultaneously to find

i
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THE CXICAGO TRcaKSIT AVTMORITY (CTA) is seeking

an experienced Law Librarian
to manage all areas of the
Law Library. This position
presents an exciting opportunity with excellent benefits.
The ideal candidate will have
a Master's degree in the field
of Library and Information
Science or a combination of
experience and education in
Library Sciences. Applicant
must live in the CTA Service
Area. THE CTA IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Send Resume to: Chicago
Transit Authority, Law Department Attn: Linda
Delgado, P. 0. Box 3555, Chicago, IL 60654-0555. E-Mail:
ldelgado@transitchicago.com

mar

LOOKING F 0 8 A CATRL06XNG PAWTXER? The OCLC
TechPro service offers customized cataloging and
physical processing of materials in all bibliographic formats and in many languages
at prices that can reduce
overall cataloging costs. For
details, call 1-800-848-5878,
ext 4386 or e-mail
marcia-stout@oclc.org.

The University Library collections and services supporting the College of Engineering are located in the Media Union at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Ours is
one of the largest and most digitally enabled engineering libraries in the country
and features a world-reknownedcollection in both print and digital farm. Our engineering librarians and information professionals work with other information professionals including those with expertise in art, architecture, media, and music. We
work side-by-sidewith other Media Union groups as well, including those supporting digital audio and video, a virtual redity CAVE, and the building's more than 500
state-of-the-art public workstations. The University of Michigan consistently tops
surveys of public institutions and Ann Arbor is consistently rated as one of the
nation's best cities. This position is a full time appointment available immediately.
DUTIES: will provide selection, liaison, reference, and instruction responsibilities
in support of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department. The UM
College of Engineering is consistently ranked as one of the top engineering schools
in the country. Further information may be obtained by accessing http://

www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/humres/VAC-Enginlib.htm

Q3JALIfIf ATJON6:
REQUIRED: MLS from an ALA accredited school; BA/S degree in an appropriate
field (e.g., engineering or science) or equivalent experience; tw-o or more years
experience in a research library; experience supporting on-line catalogs, databases,
and Internet resources in a networked environment; excellent oral and written
communication skills; ability to work effectively as part of a team of information
specialists working with culturally diverse faculty, students, and staff.
DESIRED: an advanced degree in engineering, science or other relevant area; training or teaching experience.
RANK: Rank is anticipated at either Assistant or Associate Librarian depending on
experience and qualifications.

SALARY & LEAVE: Final salary dependent on qualifications. {Minimum salary at
Asst. '333,500; at Assoc. $37,000). Position receives 24 working days of vacation a
year; 15 days of sick leave a year with provisions for extended benefits.
TO APPLY: Send cover letter &copy of resume to: Lucy Cohen; 404 Hatcher Craduate Library North; University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1205. (Contact
734 764-2546 for further information.)
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Applications received by Jan. 5, 2001 will. be given
first consideration.
The University of ,Michigan is a non-discriminatory, affirmative action employer.
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Kelaiwini\:p$ It US:
ClimbBng np the Value Chairs
5y 1?2kde 2 & k ~
The more I focus on the subject of managing the strategicpositioning of an mformation services unit (and funny how that
subject is enjoying such keen professional
interest these days), the more I am convinced that we have underestimated the
importance and impact of something as
basic as ordinary personal relationships. In
fact, I'm tempted to say that if our relationships are in good working order, marketing-an activity we have agonized over
for decades-becomes unnecessary. Said
another way, marketing is something that
happens automatically while we engage in
the exchanges necessary to build and maintain good relationships all around us.

Les ~ekitiansi~tsrpel-rma&es~
~"est:
nous r sscaiadri la r.ila$nedes valsurs
p w Z?a de Shickr
Plus je concentre mon attention sur la gestion
du positionnement strategique de la section des
services d'infonnation (et c'est drB Ie de voir le
vif interet que ce sujet suscite h I'heure actuelle
dans la profession), plus je suis convaincue que
nous avons sous-estirn.4I'importance et l'impact
de quelque chose d'aussi fondamental que les
simples
relations
interpersonnelles.
Effectivement, je suis tentee de dire que si nous
entretenons de bons rapports, le marketing activite qui nous tracasse depuis des decennies
- n'est plus n6cessaire. Autrement dit, le marketing est quelque chose qui survient
autonatiquemen:. lorsque nous nous l a n ~ o n s
dans les Qchanges nCcessaires pour etablir et
cultiver de bonnes relations tout autour de nous.

Exploiter Ylnternal. awe des ncms tie
Kiaing the Interncr with Domain Names
by John E $an&
A great domain name is the key to establishing s strong presence and making the
riches of the Internet more accessible. Indeed, a domain name is akin to the location of a premium piece of real estate. Only,
in this case, the location is a virtual home
in cyberspace. A high-impact domain name
can be a short-cut to branding, a process
important in marketing a company or organization and its products. With a solid
name, it's easy to reach new and existing
customers. Accordingly, many companies
are willing to spend huge sums of money
to acquire and promote a good domain
name. But finding the right name is not
always an easy task. The explosive growth
of the Internet leaves fewer good names
from which to choose.
Nod.,viny Up an3 Dut
by .ye§!i6S 3* xcmpe~xf
Newton's first law states that a body in
motion remains in motion and a body at
rest remains at rest. This is true not only in
physics, but also in careers. A person who
makes changes and takes advantage of
opportunities always seems to have something new going on in their career, while
others always respocd to the question,
"What's new?" with "Oh, not much. Same
old, same old, you know." Change is inevitable-Darwin's take on the matter was
adapt or die. Dying is not a usual consequence of no? changing in career situations,
but career death or stagnation can and does
happen, even to the most talented and diligent workers. How do you start moving
and shaking? Motivation, patience, and
seli-knowledgewill all help jump-start your
career-or keep it steadily cruising along.
This article addresses how to keep moving: up, out, and around in your career.

Qlomdne

psrr 7 0 h lir. Sac&
I1 est essentiel d'avoir un nom de domaine
sensationnel pour etablir une forte presence et
rendre les richesses $Internet plus accessibles.
Effectivement, un nom de domaine est analogue
a une parcelle de terrain de choix. Seulement,
dans ce cas, le lieu est une adresse virtuelle dans
le cyberespace. Un nom de domaine a fort impact peut &e un raccourci a l'4tablissement d'une
image de marque, procede important dans le
marketing d'une entreprise ou d'un organisme
et de ses produits. Avec un nom solide, il est facile d'atteindre les clients existants et nouveaux.
Ainsi, de nombreuses entreprises acceptent de
depenser d'6normes sonmes d'argent pour acque
rir et promouvoi: un bon nom de domaine. Mais
trouver le nom juste n'est pas toujours une tsche
facile. Etant donnC la croissance explosive
d'Internet, le choix des bons noms est reduit.

Avancex et partir
gar Lesslie*3. Zanrperti
La premiere loi de Newton dit qu'un corps en
mouvement reste en mouvement et qu'un corps
au repos reste au repos. Cela est vrai non
seulement pour la physique, mais aussi pour les
carrikres. Dam le cas d'une personne qui change
et profite des oppcrtunites qui se presentent, il
semble qu'il y a toujours quelque chose de neuf
dans sa carriPre ; quant aux autres, elles
repondent toujours a la question : aQuoi de neuf
? n par : Oh, pas grand-chose. Rien qui sort du
train-train. a Tout Gvolue, c'est inevitable - la
position de Darwin ce sujet etait : s'adapter ou
mourir. Mourir n'est pas la consequence
habituelle de ne pas changer dans le cas des
cameres, mais la mort ou la stagnation de la
carri6re est toujours possible, et se produit, meme
dans le cas des travaiIleurs les plus talentueux et
les plus diligents. Alors, comment se mettre en
branle ? La motivation, la patience et la
connaissance de soi aideront toutes a faire
demarrer votre carriere ou feront en sorte qu'elle
suivra son cows sans a-coups. Cet article explore
les manieres de continuer .3 progresser dam sa
cadere: avancer en grade, partir ou Ctre mute.

Xeiacisnes c o ~ tadosr
!
%sepiadola, cadena
dc esCimaci6n
por Uic'a de 5't:-c'cke,
Mientras mas enfoco en el tema de administrar
la posicion estrategica de una unidad de servicio
informative (yes curioso como ese tema hoy en
dia disfruta de tal inter& profesional intenso),
mas convencida estoy de que hemos subestirnado
la importancia y el impact0 de aIgo tan bdsico
como las relaciones personales normales. De
hecho, me atrevo a decir que si nuestras
relaciones funcionan bien, el mercadeo-una
actividad por la que hemos agonizado por
decadas-se convierte innecew50. Dicho de otra
manera, el mercadeo es algo que ocurre
automdtieamente mientras nos ocupamos de 10s
intercambios necesarios para hacer y .mantener
buenas relaciones a nuestro alrededor.

ginando el In:em& tan namhres (',e
domiria
gor khrr E. Sartcdy
Un buen nombre de dominio es !a ciave para
establecer una presencia robusta y hacer las
riquezas de Internet mas asequibles. En efecto,
el nombre de dominio es semejantea la ubicacion
de una propiedad inmobiliaria muy solicitada.
Solo que en este caso, el lugar es un hogar virtual en el ciberespacio. Un nombre de dominio
que causa gran impresionpuede ser una soluci6n
mas directa para marcar productos, un proceso
importante en el mercadeo de una c o m p d a u
organizaci6n y sus productos. Con un nombre
fuerte, es fricil a l m u a r clientes nuevos y actuales.
Por lo tanto, muchas cornpaidases& dispuestas
a gastarse enormes cantidades de diner0 para
adquirir y promocionar un buen nombre de
dominio. Pero encontrar el nombre adecuado no
es una labor facil. La expansi6n explosiva de
Internet deja menos nombres buenos para
escoger.

En marcha para a;riba v pax: ahaja
par LmEe X Zampezti
La primera ley de Newton dice que un cuerpo en
acci6n se mantiene en accion y un cuerpo en
reposo se mantiene en reposo. Esto es verdad no
solamente en la fisica, sino tambien en la
profesi6n. Una persona que hace cambios y se
aprovecha de oporxnidades siempreparece tener
algo nuevo entre manos en su carrera, mientras
otros contestan la pregunta "iQue hay de nuevo?
con "Ay, casi nada. Ya sabes, lo mismo de
siempre." El cambio es inevitable-la opini6n de
Darwin sobre el tema era de adaptarse o morir.
Morir no es el resultado normal de lo inalterable
en las situaciones profesionales, per0 la muerte
o el estancamiento profesional puede ocurrir y
efectivamente le ocurre hasta a 10s trabajadores
mas talentosos y diIigentes. $omo empezar a
actuar y reaccionar? Motivaci6n, paciencia, y
auto-conocimientc ayudara a poner en marcha
su carrera -0 a mantenarla en marcha. Este
articulo aborda el asunto de como mantenerse
en marcha: para amba y para abajc en torno a
su carrera.
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